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Answer only four questions and explain by drawing any where you can. 

 

 

(15 marks)                                                                                            1-Question 

Q1a. Explain the operation of the dc chopper circuit shown in Fig.Q1a. Suggest a suitable 

firing scheme for such circuit. Explain, haw the firing pulses are generated and directed to 

each Thyristor. Make changes for safety operation with inductive load. 

 

 
                        Fig.Q1a     Fig.Q1b 

Q1b. Figure Q1b shows a simplified firing circuit which may be used to drive a single phase 

D.C. converter. It has some disadvantages, which? Explain the operation of this circuit, 

and what do you suggest to overcome its disadvantages? Remember that, S1 and S2 are 

Square waves. 

(15 marks)                                                                                            2-Question 

Q2a. Figure Q2a shows one of the techniques for power factor correction for three-phase 

controlled rectifiers.  Explain the principle of operation of this scheme and mention its 

advantages and disadvantages. 

Q2b. The converter of Figure Q2b can operate in two modes: as DC Chopper to drive a dc 

load, or as Single Phase Inverter to drive ac single-phase load. Explain sequence of 

operation for each mode of operations? 

Suggest a suitable firing circuit for the given converter for one mode of operation. 
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                        Fig.Q2a                                                   Fig.Q2b 
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(15 marks)                                                                                            3-Question 

Q3a. Draw any two Inverter power circuits you know (not given) and explain how do they 

work?  What is a natural and forced commutation? What is the meaning of load 

commutation, constant current source inverter and constant voltage source inverter? 

Q3b. Suggest a suitable firing circuit for one Inverter circuit in Q3a. 

(15 marks)                                                                                            4-Question 

a- Write short notes about: 

i-power diode    ii-transistor   iii-thyristor    iv- GTO thyristor 

b- Write the main parts of a power electronic system? 

c- How to protect the transistor against over: 

i-current    ii- voltage   iii-temperature degree    iv- di/dt    v-dv/dt  

(15 marks)                                                                                            5-Question 

a-Define:   latch current- hold current? 

b-A power electronic circuit consists of DC power supply (200V), thyristor (latching current 

level 10 mA) and inductive load(40Ω, 1H) neglect the thyristor voltage drop.              

i- Draw the power circuit? 

ii- Show that the thyristor will fail to remain on when the firing pulse ends after 25µsec.? 

iii- Find the minimum pulse length of the correct firing pulse?  

iv- Find the maximum value of shunt resistance (to load) to ensure firing using pulse of length 

25µsec. 

v- Show how to turn off the thyristor? 

 

Model answer 

Question-1   

Q1a. Explain the operation of the dc chopper circuit shown in Fig.Q1a. Suggest a 

suitable firing scheme for such circuit. Explain, haw the firing pulses are generated 

and directed to each Thyristor. Make changes for safety operation with inductive load. 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 



 

Q1b. Figure Q1b shows a simplified firing circuit which may be used to drive a single phase 

D.C. converter. It has some disadvantages, which? Explain the operation of this circuit, 

and what do you suggest to overcome its disadvantages? Remember that, S1 and S2 are 

Square waves. 

 
 

 
 

(15 marks)                                                                                            2-Question 

Q2a. Figure Q2a shows one of the techniques for power factor correction for three-phase 

controlled rectifiers.  Explain the principle of operation of this scheme and mention its 

advantages and disadvantages. 

 
Figure Q2a 

 



 
 

Q2b. The converter of Figure Q2b can operate in two modes: as DC Chopper to drive a dc 

load, or as Single Phase Inverter to drive ac single-phase load. Explain sequence of 

operation for each mode of operations? 

Suggest a suitable firing circuit for the given converter for one mode of operation. 

           

Figure Q2b 

 
 

 

Q3a. Draw any two Inverter power circuits you know (not given) and explain how do they 

work?  What is a natural and forced commutation? What is the meaning of load 

commutation, constant current source inverter and constant voltage source inverter? 



 



 

 



  

  



 

 

 

 

Q3b. Suggest a suitable firing circuit for one Inverter circuit in Q3a. 

 

 

(15 marks)                                                                                            4-Question 

a- Write short notes about: 

i-power diode    ii-transistor   iii-thyristor    iv- GTO thyristor 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 



 



   
 

 

 



 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

  
 

A GTO can operate safely in the “reverse avalanche” region for a short time provided the gate 

cathode junction is reverse biased. 

 •The switching delay times and energy loss of a GTO can be reduced by increasing the gate 

current magnitude and its rate of rise. 

 •The maximum turn off anode current of a GTO can be increased by increasing the turn off 

snubber capacitance 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 



 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



 



  

 
•b- Write the main parts of a power electronic system? 

1-Isolated power supplies 2-main power circ uit 3-protection circuit 

 

4-control circuit 5-drive circuit   6-commutation circuit 

 

 

                                     

c- How to protect the transistor against: 



i- over current     Using series fast fuse or circuit breaker 

ii- over voltage    Using varestor or selenium diode 

iii- over temperature degree     Using heat sinks with fins 

iv- over di/dt     Using series inductances 

v- over dv/dt Using snubber circuit RCD 

 

(15 marks)                                                     5-Question 

a-Define:   latch current is the minimum anode current after which the thyristor changes to on 

state from off state unless removing the gate pulse 

hold current  is the minimum anode current after which the thyristor changes to off state from 

on state. 

b-A power electronic circuit consists of DC power supply (200V), thyristor (latching current 

level 10 mA) and inductive load(40Ω, 1H) neglect the thyristor voltage drop.              

i- Draw the power circuit  

 

ii- Show that the thyristor will fail to remain on when the firing pulse ends after 

25µsec.?  

iii- Find the minimum pulse length of the correct firing pulse? 

 
iv- Find the maximum value of shunt resistance (to load) to ensure firing using pulse of 

length 25µsec. 

 , R=40KΩ 

v- Show how to turn off the thyristor? 

Connect a positive of DC power supply of 200V to a cathode of the thyristor 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


